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THE need for thorough trimming of the hoofs of sheep for the control of foot rot is recognized, but few realize the need for trimming the hoofs of cattle.

Dairy cattle suffer much inconvenience because of bad feet. To produce high yields year after year a cow's feet must be in good condition for walking around pastures in search of food and to and from the milking shed. Bad feet not only prevent the cow from grazing her fill, but cause much pain and lower both milk and butter-fat production. Long toes and dew-claws on the hind feet do much damage to udders and teats, particularly to heavy producers near calving time.

The hind hoofs usually grow longer than the front ones, because pawing the ground and the natural bending over during grazing have rasping effects on the front hoofs and help to trim them.

It is much easier to trim the front feet, because the foot can be easily lifted up and trimmed with hoof snips and knife. To trim the hind feet it is either necessary to throw the cow or to bail her securely so that she cannot throw herself down. Then tie the leg back for attention. Tools required are snips to cut the hard outside horn and a knife to trim the sole of the foot. The cow should then be able to walk squarely on her feet again.

By standing the cow on a wooden floor two men, one on each side of the cow, using chisels and mallets, can trim the long edges off, but they cannot trim the sole to throw the weight of the cow off the heel of the foot. The edges are cut on the foot on which the cow is standing.

Once the hoofs have overgrown they cannot be corrected simply by running the cows over hard, gravelly roads. More wear is placed on the heels, and the cow is unable to get on to her toes to wear them down.

As feet grow long the quick tends to grow further along them, and it may not be advisable to cut the toes back as far as necessary to make a good job. Thin layers should be pared off as one gets near the quick, and little harm will be done by paring until bleeding starts. When paring the hoofs the dew-claws should be trimmed, as the udder and teats can be badly cut by them while a cow is attempting to get up after lying down. Trimming of the feet is a good job for a wet day, as the hoofs will then be much softer and easier to cut.

A normal cow-hoof, left, compared with an over-grown hoof right. C-D indicates the correct way to cut the hoof, A-B the incorrect angle.

THE GREAT THIRST . . . water, the spur to wealth

A £75 million sweetener for Australia's economy

Raw sugar exports last year earned Australia £75 million and that's big money. The money that buys cars and tractors, newsprint and chemicals, petroleum and the million and one other imports that give us one of the highest standards of living in the world. Australia's raw sugar exports have increased by 75% in the last 5 years. This is in spite of the fact that Australia is the only major exporter using highly paid white labour. Why, then, is the Australian sugar industry doing so well?

Quite apart from present world political considerations, there are a lot of reasons. Mainly, it's the men in the business—the farmers, the scientists, the engineers and the marketers. They've developed better canes and methods of cultivation, more than doubling the cane output per acre. They've pioneered in uses of the previously discarded cane and built an industry or two out of the by-products. They've built an amazing high level of efficiency into all phases of sugar production, introducing bulk handling that loads ships in 24 hours where it used to take 3 weeks, and automation that cuts costs while maintaining the most rigid quality controls. And they've got out and sold well on the fiercely competitive world markets, opening up new markets in Japan, Korea, the U.S.A., and Malaysia within the last ten years. The industry can be proud of today's achievements. Tomorrow's look even better.

The annual Japanese consumption of sugar per person is 38.3 lbs. For India the figure is 12.5 lbs. For all of Asia it's 12.1 lbs. Compare this with the Australian figure of 117 lbs. and you realise there's a market on our doorstep due to expand because of an upsurge in living standards. The industry is already planning accordingly.

This is the Australian Sugar Industry, one of the world's finest. A modern progressive industry that gives employment to many thousands of people. That produced 1,678,000 tons of sugar last year, one third of which Australians consumed at one of the world's lowest prices. Two thirds of which was exported to earn Australia vitally needed overseas funds. An industry whose increased output is due in no small part to the blessing of water. Water piped by man, controlled by man, water harnessed to man's needs to build a better future for our country.

Throughout Australia, Hardie's Distributors are key men in the Irrigation Industry. They were selected for their knowledge, experience and capacity to cope with the big tasks ahead. They represent Australia's biggest and most experienced manufacturer of Irrigation Piping and they are ready to give you service and advice at a personal level . . . because it is at this level of service that Hardie's have built their leadership.

Destined for export; raw sugar being poured into a bulk storage at Mackay, North Queensland.
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WHEN YOU INVEST IN
THE TOP QUALITY OF
Dependable Dodge

Dodge top quality ensures that every model has the power that lets you make more profit-earning trips per day, every day. It also brings maximum trouble-free operation... minimum down-time on repairs and maintenance.

Dodge quality results in tough trucks that work harder, longer and more often. It protects your investment, repays you many times over in increased utilisation and lower overall operating costs. Dodge quality pays — it doesn’t cost.

Dodge heavy trucks, like all Dodge models, come in a wide range of wheel-bases G.V.W. ratings and engines, so you can fit Dodge to your specific needs. Your Dodge Dealer will list the many other benefits that bring extra profits when you buy Dependable Dodge.

SERIES 10 F.C., 8 tons (rigid), 16 tons (tractor)
116’ and 163’ w.b. 183 B.H.P. V.8
SERIES 7, 8 tons (rigid), 16 tons (tractor)
160’, 175’ w.b. 183 B.H.P. V.8
SERIES 6HD Diesel, 7 tons (rigid), 12 tons (tractor)
160’, 175’, 190’ w.b. 354 Perkins “6”
SERIES 5, Full 5 tonner, 160’, 175’ w.b.
173 B.H.P. V.8 or Heavy Duty slant six.
SERIES 6 & 6H. 7 tons (rigid), 10-12 tons (tractor)
160’, 175’, 190’ w.b. 173 B.H.P.

MAKE YOUR TRUCKING PAY WITH DEPENDABLE

PAYLOADS RANGE 1-16 TONS

CHRYSLER AUSTRALIA LTD.
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